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Midway through Ben Wheatley’s black-and-white horror film A Field so much diverge from the ongoing terrors of our moment as run on
in England (2013), which is set during the English Civil War, an alche- a parallel expressive track.
mist’s assistant is dragged into a tent by a vicious rival of his master.
The horror-movie genre has been booming anew awhile, helped
We hear a succession of spine-freezing screams: the subordinate, along by flexible auteurs like Wheatley and Aster, and it’s not hard to
we’ll discover, is being occultly tortured so as to serve as a human think of reasons why. Getting shocked is a way out of feeling numbed,
divining rod on a quest for treasure. The victim emerges, plunging if you’re lucky – though it’s a circular process, since in the long term
across the eponymous haunted field while attached, doglike, to a long the experience tends to numb you too – but at the same time, and
rope. He now wears a grotesque grin that signals terminal lunacy. The even when it reverts to, say, the seventeenth century, cinema is clearly
viewer’s stomach is likely to plunge somewhat, despite the fact that a seismograph of unshakeable contemporary anxieties. (One time
this personality-wipe is something
that horror wasn’t particularly big,
of a genre trope. Wheatley’s film is in
at least in the West, was during the
Getting shocked is a way out of feeling
an explicit lineage with folk-horror
1990s, when everything was peachy.)
numbed, if you’re lucky – though it’s
What’s ironic, or maybe just strange,
movies including Piers Haggard’s The
a circular process, since in the long term
is that if I watch some kind of nerveBlood on Satan’s Claw (1971), in which
you see the same kind of hideous ricshredding movie after a day of lookthe experience tends to numb you too
tus on the face of a young woman who
ing at contemporary art, I’ll rememhas just received an occult visitation in an attic bedroom. The reveal ber that hardly any art at all seems capable of, or willing to, engage
shot that her hand has transformed into – yes – a huge claw is less with fear as an embodied quality, in an age and at a moment when
it’s all around us. The existentialist era, reckoning with the horrors
frightening than her visible yet opaque madness.
The emotional tenor aimed at and achieved in both cases is unbri- of the Second World War, had – in Britain – the sculptural movement
dled dread. Something terrible has happened, or it is insinuated that known as ‘the geometry of fear’. Go to a gallery now, when arguably we
something of this nature has happened; it signposts worse to come. In have rather more to be frightened of – nuclear threats, environmental
the case of Wheatley’s film, the ‘worse’, rather later on, is a mushroom- meltdown, neofascism and now viruses – and the modern version
of such productive quivering mostly isn’t there. Contemporary elecfuelled, hallucinatory, symmetrical phantasmagoria that all
tronic music can access this murky realm: witness, or rather
but defies description. I’m not sure I like being in that
hear, Excavation (2013), by Aster’s preferred soundtrack
state of extreme anxiety, but of late – since March, to
artist The Haxan Cloak, the aural equivalent of the
be precise – it’s felt a fairly honest place to visit, even
noose swinging in darkness on its cover, or Boards
if the given film’s narrative has nothing to do with
of Canada’s inexorable Tomorrow’s Harvest (also
pandemics and mass death. Better in fact if it
doesn’t: I tried reading Stephen King’s 1978
2013). Art? Not so much, apparently.
novel The Stand lately – in which a runaway
Dread is rare enough in art, perhaps because
superflu kills almost everybody in America,
it might seem to require theatrical dynamics to
achieve it, that it’s an event when it manifests.
leading to the collapse of society and the rise
of a totalitarian cult – and it felt a bit too close
Last summer, at Berlin’s Chert Lüdde, a show
by German artist Heike Kabisch broached
for comfort. (Host, Rob Savage’s covid-era
the zone: it comprised sculptures of headless
2020 quickie in which a séance conducted via
Zoom conjures a murderous demonic presence,
bodies, mingled with plastic bags and shredded
feels at first topical then makes you forget current
paper, on filthy mattresses under reddish light
– a sort of crepuscular, fearful makeout scene –
events, which may be a testimony to its efficacy.)
before segueing into a series of ill-omened photoDread is a pitch of feeling that’s subtler,
collages of sculptures whose heads were obscured
more elusive, more bodily than the rote dynamics
by ceremonial bowls and giant hands. A viewer
of most horror. It’s harder to achieve because it
felt pressed up against murky ritualism. Casting
has to commingle violence with an
around for anything it reminded me of – indeed,
aura of the numinously ominous
anything with a similar charge –
(different to suspense) and avoid
being traceable to, say, the LigetiI could only think of Huma Bhabha’s
like soundtracks that are the aural
sculptures, which are nightmarishly
lingua franca of contemporary frightfests.
distorted, part human and part bestial,
Dread can and often does manifest after some visible stateand seemingly tugged up from some
change, as in the parallel endings of Robert Eggers’s The Witch
dank, pained substratum of the mind, and conclude that the
(2015), where a daughter joins a coven after the death of her
dehumanising of the human body is a locus of terror. (Francis
entire family, or the long, intermittently shocking runup to the
Bacon, at his best, conveys the same insight.)
crowning of a young male demon-king at the end of Ari Aster’s
But such primal fear operates not only when you see a body
Hereditary (2018). Both films, for all their intermittent explosivebut when you are the body, as in certain constructed environness, also deliver a dark, seeping afterburn – ending on the lip
ments – as you’ll know if you’ve ever stepped inside a Gregor
of a monstrous, pitch-black apprenticeship – and once they end,
Schneider installation. Schneider is an outlier in contemor rather stop, you feel like you’ve been somewhere that doesn’t
porary art for his sheer dedication to constructing sites of
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Is contemporary art frightened of fear?
by Martin Herbert

above Host (still), 2020, dir Rob Savage.
Courtesy Shudder

facing page Huma Bhabha, Joan (detail), 2012, wood, metal, paint and clay,
89 × 33 × 28 cm. Courtesy the artist and Clearing, New York & Brussels
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Heike Kabisch, frothing, you and I, 2019 (installation view, Chert Lüdde, Berlin)
Photo: Trevor Lloyd. Courtesy the artist and Chert Lüdde, Berlin
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trauma: a Guantánamo Bay interrogation room, the birthplace of it turns out, means living in a constant, agitated anticipation of the
Joseph Goebbels and most notoriously his own childhood home, worst happening: yourself or your family getting sick, perhaps fatally;
which he’s subjected to endless, compulsive room-within-room re- a news cycle that comprises a rapidly or slowly rising death count;
arrangement. The impression one has of Schneider as an artist is not a realisation, in some countries, that people you might expect to proof someone playing with thematics so much as working out, of neces- tect you have little interest in doing so, might even wish you dead.
sity, his own psychological damage. In the process he latches onto
Where once one might have turned to art, or culture generally,
atmospheres that seemingly can’t be faked. Something similar might to be placed in a temporary state of affect, of heightened emotion,
be said of Miroslaw Balka’s more kinaesthetic works, most famously the latter has become the daily norm, even monotonously so:
How It Is (2009), the Polish artist’s 30-metre-long, ramped steel box a perpetual low, juddering psychic rumble. It remains to be seen how
for Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall, a walk
artists will react to such a condition,
from light into enclosing blackness
whether upping the ante of anxiousDread is rare enough in art, perhaps
in the company of invisible, shuffling
ness, retreating into insularity or other
because it might seem to require
bodies, which perfects a Minimalism of
approaches. Speaking only for myself,
theatrical dynamics to achieve it
terror in evoking both the Holocaust –
I think this condition of ubiquitous
the ramp entry to the Warsaw Ghetto,
ambient fear is at the root of my current,
or boxy vehicles destined for the death camps – and the existential near-involuntary gravitation to bracketed, self-authorised trepidation, whether cinematic, sonic or artistic. Whereas once the desired
dimensions of the extinction waiting for even the luckier of us.
Bodily anxiety is often sparked by waiting, as it were, for the other state-change might have shifted from being jaded to being temposhoe to drop; it’s why the Paranormal Activity films (2007–), for all their rarily scared – a move surely traceable to the relatively stultifying
economy, can work well; you spend most of them peering into the (until recently) safety of the modern world – in 2020 one might only
corners of rooms on infrared cctv cameras, wondering if you just move from being scared to being scared differently, because escapism
saw evidence of a malevolent presence. (As with many things, Bruce hurts more. ar
Nauman got there first: his multiscreen, night-vision video Mapping
the Studio 1: Fat Chance John Cage, 2001, is the Paranormal Activity aesthetic
Gregor Schneider’s Tote Räum/Dead Spaces is on show at
West Den Haag, The Hague, Netherlands, through 6 December
six years in advance, with spooks replaced by rodents.) A pandemic,
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universality implicit in timelessness impregnates his paintings with a
metaphysical depth. It is in that sense that they appear egregiously
simple and at the same time immensely complex and intangible.
The exhibition succeeded in immersing the viewer in the “formal
concentration” of Federle’s art without denying that its price is
historical obfuscation.
—David Misteli

BERLIN

Anna Daučíková

KW INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY ART
What makes Anna Daučíková’s work so fascinating is its severe, even
acerbic lucidity on the one hand, and its poetic refinement tinged with
eroticism on the other. Both qualities were on display in the new piece
that Daučíková, the recipient of the 2018 Schering Stiftung Art Award,
created for the exhibition of her work at the KW Institute for Contemporary Art. Titled Expedition for Four Hands and Accompaniment,
2019, it consisted of several sheets of engraved glass, a publication
commemorating the late Greek human-rights activist and drag queen
Zak Kostopoulos, and a three-channel projection. Its central screen
featured footage of the depths of a cave along with schematic drawings
of hand positions, derived from Caucasian folk dances, whose sexual
connotations evoke a world where traditional masculinity is alive and
well. The left screen showed the artist’s own hands cutting glass; on the
right were a man’s hands, with red-painted fingernails, carefully folding
clothes. Combining hard and soft, feminine and masculine, the sharp
edges of cut glass and a voyage into a dark and mysterious interior, the
work was profoundly ambivalent and exuded an air of danger, sensual
allure, and lyrical intensity.
This was Daučíková’s first institutional solo show outside her native
Slovakia. Born in Bratislava in 1950, she studied at the city’s Academy
of Fine Arts and Design with the Czech glass artist Václav Cigler. In
1979, she moved to Moscow for love and became involved in the Soviet
capital’s underground lesbian scene. Returning to Bratislava after the
disintegration of the USSR, she became a prominent voice of the local

LGBTQ community. She identifies as transgender, leading, as she puts
it, an existence “in between”—in her art no less than in her life.
Glass has remained one of Daučíková’s favorite materials, for its
physicality as much as its immateriality; invisible in itself, it can serve
as a barrier as well as a projection surface. A group of photographs
titled Upbringing Exercise, 1996, shows the artist in a room with tiled
walls, perhaps a clinical setting, as she pushes her breasts against a glass
pane: Flesh yields to deforming pressure. The title of a less eye-catching
piece, Chthonian Greeting for C. Paglia, also 1996—in which hands
cleaning a bowl in a sink appear on a monitor—hints at the theoretical
ideas that nurtured Daučíková’s oeuvre. Proposing to regard not excess
but the ordinary as abysmal and inscrutable, the American feminist
Camille Paglia prefers the term chthonian for anything to do with the
underworld, “the blind grinding of subterranean force, the long slow
suck, the murk and ooze.” And such depths lurk everywhere in this
artist’s work, even in acts as innocuous as the washing of a dish.
A room divided by glass walls was especially compelling. It contained a display case with steel ornaments, minimalist representations
of female and male genitals that brought instruments of the subtlest
torture to mind; the photographs Ground research (sitting), 1996/2019,
in which Daučíková strikes the poses of male thinkers; the slide projection 24 Kisses (performance), 1997–98/2019, featuring close-up
shots of lips “kissing” a glass pane; and the three-channel projection
On Allomorphing, 2017, in which the camera pans across the shelves
of books in the artist’s personal library. The glass walls reflected the
projected images, framing perspectives on the works while acting as
invisible/visible obstacles establishing distance. Lips pressed up
against glass in a sensual gesture cross-faded into the words on the
spines of challenging texts; the vulgar jewelry clashed with the distinguished figure of the thinker. Knowledge, violence, sexuality—have
these three not always been intertwined? Yet rarely has art rendered their
relations more cogently. That this artist has so far garnered little international attention is baffling; with this exhibition, that situation is
bound to change.
—Noemi Smolik
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Anna Daučíková,
Upbringing
Exercise, 1996,
ink-jet print,
27 1⁄8 × 19 5⁄8".
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To manifest real disquiet in a gallery is not easy, but Heike Kabisch’s
“frothing, you and I” got close. The main room in Berlin gallery
ChertLüdde’s modest Kreuzberg space, half-lit by murky pink strip
lights above a wall-size image of guileless rhododendrons, grew darker
in every sense as you looked down. On the floor were blackened
ceramic sculptures of desperately scrawny legs poking out from
various kinds of covering, numbered as a series of “poses,” 2019–,
and collectively titled I told you to be more passionate . . . (all works
2019). Left of the door, a coital scene was unfolding, heads and torsos
cloaked—or at least that’s what was suggested by what looked like a
dirty towel and, beneath it, a stuffed garbage sack—with one partner
supine and the other atop, missing a sock lost in the tussle. Another
fat-free figure, mostly inside a duvet, lay partied-out nearby. Two
more—one properly dismembered—rode yellowed foam mattresses;
and a third pair of lower halves met on the floor, conjoined at the waists
by an unlovely mass of crumpled black-and-white paper.
In a second room, the intimations of clandestine sex-and-violence
ritualism intensified under full light. The cracked-clay figure Exotica
wore a dirty striped robe, with abutted brass bowls instead of a head.
That similar queasily inhuman substitutions exist in occult imagery—
in depictions of the goat-headed demon Baphomet, for instance—was

Heike Kabisch, Hour of
Devour, 2019, ink-jet
print on paper, resin,
mineral crystals, fabric,
84 7⁄8 × 59 1⁄4 × 9".

also recalled by the adjacent relief Hour of Devour. In this work, a
black-and-white photograph depicts a bronze Georg Kolbe sculpture
of an idealized female figure—seemingly one of those in the German
artist’s West Berlin museum, whose gardens are planted with rhododendrons—with a large sculpted hand engulfing the head like the
“facehugger” in Alien. Dirtied towels cover most of the woman’s body.
But the towels were apparently used to sculpt the hand in clay before
it was cast in acrylic resin mixed with natural mineral crystals; a claylike material also splattered the print. Further undermining any insinuations of creepy ritual, the I told you . . . works and the darkened
mise-en-scène punctuated by rutting and unconscious bodies constituted, according to the handout, a fragmented memory of a teenage
“party basement” in the German town of Münster, where Kabisch
grew up.
Any other competing narrative seemed to recede, angling toward
thematic familiarity: The core subject appeared to be the process of
artmaking itself and how it can evoke memories at once nagging and
hazy. The artist seemed to be circling
around some disturbing experiences
from her youth—leading her, from an
adult perspective, toward gender concerns and power relations, toward
macho modernist sculpture and the
flowers surrounding it—and infusing
all of this with horror-movie dread, a
certainty of tone rather than of detail.
(No faces were visible, for example.)
This show thus melded stage and
backstage. Kabisch’s repeated passes
at the same motif of horizontalized
and half-concealed bodies suggested
the artist probably hasn’t gotten it
right yet, whatever “it” is. And so the
uneasy atmosphere also felt like a
proxy for the let’s-call-it-existential
stress of making art, the continual
revision toward a finessed shadow
of something else.
A little overhung, “frothing, you
and I” incorporated other nudges
toward darkly unstable forces. In the
gallery’s actual basement, mattresses
and limbs got an upgrade: A single pair
of legs rested on a princess-and-the-pea stack of nine foamy palliasses,
a glowing coil of pale green LEDs standing in for the torso. Elsewhere,
we saw an outsiderish drawing of a couple, composed of galactic red
stripes and bubbles and festooned with unreadable annotations; a
children’s board book interlarded with sketched spiders menacing
collaged skinny legs; and a splayed, suspended sculpture of some small
beast. These artifacts aimed at a feeling and glancingly missed, gifting
their maker a task for tomorrow.
—Martin Herbert

“Rust & Bones”

GALERIE TANJA WAGNER
While some things deteriorate with time’s passing, others resist its
effects. Or so the title “Rust & Bones” seemed to remind us. But this
tight gathering of works by Ulf Aminde, Nilbar Güreş, Laurel Nakadate,
and Justin Liam O’Brien was more oblique than that. It was an exhibition

about relationality and confrontation that asked viewers to privilege
efforts at reconciliation and togetherness over the conflict and isolation
that often seem their inevitable outcome.
In Nakadate’s short video Exorcism in January, 2009, the artist, a
young woman, visits an older man in his messy, gray apartment. The
two met by chance as neighbors; he’s asked her to perform an exorcism
on him to help alleviate his depression. “Go away, spirits,” she commands, as his body, belly trembling, convulses on the bed. Another
scene shows her, alone in her room, steeped in the same dusty light
and the same sense of staled existence. In the second half of the
piece, they change positions. In a denim skirt and pink tank top, she
shakes on the floor. “She’s a good girl,” the man reasons with the
spirits. “Leave her alone.” Even those who believe in exorcisms probably would not have much faith in this pair’s ability to cast out
demons. Rather, complicit in the potential for exploitation between an
artist and her subject, or a man and a younger woman, the work portrays
the uneven territory traversed in our battle against loneliness.
Güreş’s video Elsewhere’s Palm Trees, 2012–18, shows two women
wrapping and unwrapping themselves in the same piece of cloth,
which becomes a dress for one and a head scarf for the other while
tying both of the performers together. What seems like a naive analogy
for happy multiculturalism is set on a fake beach with a view of Manhattan, two ruler-straight palm trees framing One World Trade Center
mid-construction. Güreş knows the value of absurdity. Amid the
Islamophobia that followed 9/11, what happens under these trees is a
dream from elsewhere.
O’Brien’s four small paintings testified to the private dreams of a
younger generation. Blurry light-green-and-orange figures glow from
within, their round bodies almost sexless as they try to get close to one
another, their phone cameras taking aim at bare skin. One of the works,
from 2019, featured Picassoesque bodies intertwining like a landscape
of hills, yet still the title begged Say my name, say my name. O’Brien’s
paintings are not manifestations of intimacy achieved, but show it
instead as a fata morgana, always just out of reach and more beautiful
(and true) because of it.
Far from O’Brien’s tentative longing, Aminde’s video critical whiteness, 2017, seemed almost unhinged. In it, the artist, a white man, has
the words denial, guilt, shame, recognition, and reparation
tattooed onto his arm in a gesture of solidarity with those who suffer
from racist violence and oppression. Where Nakadate shows ritual and
superstition as vehicles for social interaction, Aminde’s position, at first
seemingly politically rational, spawns an unproductive conflation of
the individual body with societal injustice, which ultimately leads to
contact with no one. At the end of the recording, the camera pans up

Nilbar Güreş,
Elsewhere’s Palm
Trees, 2012–18,
HD video, color,
silent, 9 minutes
2 seconds. From
“Rust & Bones.”
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